
How to Watch CNN News Live 

Stream 

CNN is a 24-hour news channel that provides comprehensive 
coverage of national and global issues. The network features 
programming such as breaking news, political debates, 
documentaries, and special reports. 

Watch CNN live stream on a number of streaming services. 
Additionally, using a VPN allows you to bypass geoblocking 
restrictions and access CNN from anywhere around the world. 

 

You can watch CNN on Roku 

If you're a fan of CNN, now you can watch the network without cable subscription. This is an ideal way to view live 
coverage of world news as well as documentaries and roundtable discussions from the channel. 

Watching CNN on Roku is easiest with a streaming service like Sling TV, which offers free trials. Other options include 
DIRECTV Stream, FuboTV and YouTube TV - all of which provide similar free trials. 

Roku users can watch CNN with a subscription to CNN+, an exclusive premium service featuring ad-free news 
programming. This service is now accessible on Roku as well as Amazon Fire TV, Apple TV, and Chromecast devices. 

You can watch CNN on YouTube TV 

If you want to watch CNN while on-the-go, there are several options. These include DIRECTV Stream, Hulu with Live 
TV, Sling TV and YouTube TV. 

DIRECTV Stream provides an expansive channel lineup, including ESPN, Nickelodeon and HGTV. Plus it comes 
equipped with a Cloud DVR that you can upgrade to for additional storage capacity. 

Supported devices include Roku, Fire TV and Apple TV. Plus, new customers can take advantage of a free trial period. 

YouTube TV is a top choice among cord cutters due to its expansive channel lineup and unlimited DVR cap. Plus, it 
provides local affiliate channels for ABC, CBS and NBC in most parts of the U.S. 

You can watch CNN on Hulu+ Live TV 

If you're searching for a way to watch CNN without cable, there are plenty of options. Hulu+ Live TV is one of our top 
picks due to its free trial and low monthly price. 

The service allows you to stream your favorite shows and movies, including live sports. Plus, it gives access to 
popular cable channels like ABC, NBC, and Fox. 

You can get Spanish-language channels with CNN en Espanol, making it ideal for those interested in Spanish-
speaking news if you live in a Spanish-speaking country. 

You can watch CNN on Sling TV 

If you want to watch CNN live stream on your smart TV or streaming device, Sling TV is an affordable alternative. Not 
only is their service one of the cheapest ways to watch CNN without cable subscription, but they offer a free trial 
period so that you can try out their service before signing up. 

The service is accessible on a variety of devices, such as smart TVs, Roku, Amazon Fire and Apple TV. Plus it has a 
Cloud DVR which records programs as they air. You have three plans to choose from to find one that meets both 
your needs and budget: 

https://www.newslive.com/featured/cnn-online.html


You can watch CNN on ExpressVPN 

If you're searching for a way to watch CNN news live stream, using a VPN is your best bet. Not only does it bypass 
geo-blocks that prevent people from watching certain content, but it's also an effective way to protect your privacy 
and security online. 

ExpressVPN is the best VPN to watch CNN with. It's a fast, dependable service with excellent unblocking potential 
and plenty of servers around the world. 

A good VPN also prevents your Internet service provider from slowing down your connection, which is often 
responsible for buffering and poor video quality on streaming services like CNN. Furthermore, a reliable VPN keeps 
personal information secure and stops tracking attempts. 


